In-plane action is often the primary load carrying mechanism of reinforced concrete structures. The plate bending action will be secondary, and the behaviour of the structure can be modelled with a reasonable accuracy using a generalised plane stress element for three-dimensions. In this paper, the formulation of such element is given and the Mohr-Coulomb and von Mises criteria are presented for second-order cone programming. Three examples of increasing complexity are used to analyse the performance of the element and the convergence rate and demonstrate the potential of the proposed element. Prepared using PICEAuth.cls [Version: 2014/10/10 v1.00]
Introduction
The lateral stability of reinforced concrete structures is often ensured by shear walls. The horizontal loads, e.g. wind or seismic loads, are transferred as in-plane forces via the concrete slabs and the shear walls to the foundations of the structure. The in-plane forces are transferred as shear between the slabs and shear walls as well as in-between shear walls. The transverse forces acting on the slabs and facades are in this regard secondary to the in-plane forces. It is crucial to the overall capacity of the structure that the analysis considers the structural system as a single unit: If the shear walls are analysed individually, a significant portion of the strength is neglected, see Fig. 1 .
Practical design and analysis of reinforced concrete structures in the ultimate limit state often requires consideration of plastic material behaviour. This material behaviour can be incorporated in the analysis by use of either simplified models, e.g. rigid-plasticity (see e.g. Drucker et al., 1952; Prager, 1952) , or more advanced model which may include hardening, softening, etc. The latter can be implemented in numerical frameworks, e.g. finite element analysis, and provides the most accurate results compared to the simplified material models. While the advanced models can model the observed material behaviour to a reasonable degree, it is often difficult to obtain the required material parameters for the models.
Models based on the theory of rigid-plasticity have been used for almost a century to assess the capacity of concrete structures (Ingerslev, 1921; Nielsen and Hoang, 2010) . The rather crude material model leads to an elegant framework known as limit analysis in which several methods have been developed e.g. homogeneous stress triangles (Nielsen, 1971) , the yield line method (Johansen, 1962) , and stress field methods (Muttoni et al., 1997) .
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The methods can be classified as either upper bound methods, where a kinematically admissible displacement field is determined, or as lower bound methods, where a statically admissible stress field is determined. In practice, manual upper bound and lower bound methods are still widely used to assess the capacity in the ultimate limit state. The accuracy of the calculations, however, is very dependent on the skill and intuition of the individual structural engineer. For complex structures, the results may be far from the actual capacity.
Finite element limit analysis is the numerical counterpart of manual limit analysis. The method is a special case of the general finite element method and assumes a rigid-plastic material behaviour.
Like manual limit analysis, finite element limit analysis can be formulated either as lower bound, upper bound problems, or mixed problems (which are often more accurate than the strict upper and lower bound problems). Anderheggen and Knöpfel (1972) presented the general framework as well as finite elements for both solids and plate bending. The mathematical problem of finite element limit analysis is formulated as a convex optimisation problem which can be solved remarkably efficiently using state-ofthe-art solvers.
Several authors have treated plane stress and plane strain elements (see e.g. Sloan, 1988; Poulsen and Damkilde, 2000; Makrodimopoulos and Martin, 2006, 2007) . Plane strain elements, however, have received most of the attention as they are used in geotechnical engineering. More recently, meshless methods have been presented as an alternative to the classical finite element version of limit analysis (Smith et al., 2014) . Adaptive meshing has a major potential for finite element limit analysis as displayed by Lyamin et al. (2005) amongst others. Numerical limit analysis of concrete structures have not received the same amount of attention, but there have nevertheless been some attempts at treating threedimensional concrete structures within the framework of finite element limit analysis (Larsen, 2010) . This paper will present the basic mathematical formulation of finite element limit analysis, namely lower bound load optimisation. A brief introduction to second-order cone programming (SOCP) is given and solution strategies will be presented.
The basic lower bound plane stress element is generalised to three-dimensions, which will make it possible to model the load carrying systems of modern concrete buildings in a simple manner while disregarding the plate bending behaviour. For reinforced concrete, the proposed element will use the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, which can be cast as second-order cones, hence, the final optimisation problem will be a second-order cone program. Three examples will be presented: The first example will be used to validate the implementation and analyse the convergence rate of the element, while the second and third examples will demonstrate the use and strength of the proposed element.
Convex optimisation and limit analysis

Convex optimisation
Convex optimisation problems, also known as convex programs, can be found within several engineering applications, e.g. antenna ray weight design and truss optimisation (Lobo et al., 1998) . The main advantage of convex optimisation is that any optimum will be the global optimum, hence, the class of problems can be solved efficiently using gradient based methods. For general non-linear optimisation problems, several local extrema may exist making it practically impossible to ensure that the found solution is the global extremum. For plane problems in finite element limit analysis, second-order cone programming is often used as the commonly used yield functions can be represented exact using second-order constraints (Bisbos and Pardalos, 2007) .
Second-order cone programs are non-linear convex optimisation problems, where a linear objective function is minimised over the intersection of an affine set and the Cartesian product of secondorder cones (Andersen et al., 2003) . The standard form of SOCP can be stated as:
(1)
where x is the problem variables. The matrix, A, and two vectors, b and g, define the linear constraints and objective function of the optimisation problem. The notation, x ∈ Q, indicates that the vector x should be in the Cartesian product of second-order cones, i.e.:
(2)
x ∈ Q ⇔ x1 ∈ Qm 1 , xx2 ∈ Qm 2 , . . . , xq ∈ Qm q where xi are subvectors of x and Qm i is a quadratic cone of size mi. All second-order cone programs can be recast to fit the standard form (1) by e.g. adding slack variables. The simplest quadratic cone is the second-order cone also known as the Lorentz cone, which can be stated as the following set:
(3)
All quadratic cones can be transformed to the second-order cone 
Lower bound limit analysis
The scope of lower bound limit analysis is to maximise the variable load acting on the structure while ensuring a statically admissible stress field, i.e. a stress field which satisfy equilibrium and does not violate the yield criterion in any point. The objective function of the optimisation problem is the load factor, λ, which is sought to be maximised.
Every optimisation problem has a so-called dual problem, which is linked to the original (primal) problem via the Lagrange function and KKT conditions. The dual problem of lower bound limit analysis is the corresponding kinematic problem. The primal and dual problems are solved simultaneously, and while the solution to the lower bound problem yields a statically admissible stress field, the solution to the corresponding kinematic problem can be interpreted as the collapse mode.
The mathematical problem of lower bound load optimisation can be derived from the virtual work equation and can be stated as follows:
The linear equilibrium equations and yield criteria ensure a statically admissible stress field while the load factor λ is maximised. The structure is subject to a load composed by a fixed part, p0, and a scalable part, pλ. B T is the global equilibrium matrix and σ is the stress vector. The yield function f is generally non-linear, but convex, hence, the problem (4) is a convex optimisation problem. For plane problems, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with a tension cut-off can be cast as second-order cones. Second-order cone programming have been used for more than a decade in the field of finite element limit analysis (Bisbos and Pardalos, 2007; Krabbenhøft et al., 2007; Makrodimopoulos and Martin, 2007) and can be considered as an established technology at this point.
Assuming that the yield function f can be represented by linear and second-order constraints, the problem (4) can be expanded to obtain the following form: 
Finite element formulation
Lower bound plane stress element
The geometry of the element is defined by three corner nodes. A linear stress field is chosen for the element, and a set of stress variables which describe a plane stress state is associated with each of the three nodes. The stresses of the element are given in the local coordinate system of the element. The element stress vector is given
where σi is the set of stress variables associated with the ith node,
The element requires a total of nine variables to describe the linear stress field. The local coordinate system of the given element is defined by the following basis vectors:
where vij is a vector going from node i to node j in the global coordinates. The local coordinates of node i, xi, can now be determined by the transformation,
where Xi is the global coordinates of node i, and E is the transformation matrix. For each element boundary, we define a normal vector in the local coordinate system,
where i is the element side number. In order to obtain a lower bound solution, traction continuity is required. Due to the linear stress field, equilibrium of tractions have to be enforced twice for each element side. Based on the normal vectors (10), we define the stress-to-traction array P T i for side i,
where li is the length of side i. The last row of P T i represent the local z-direction, in which no tractions are present. The global equilibrium of the system is done in global coordinates, hence, it is necessary to transform the tractions. The tractions in global coordinates for node i of the element can therefore be stated as
where j and k are the two sides which meet in node i, and q i jx is the traction in the x-direction on side j at node i of the element. Utilising the shape functions of the linear stress field, the so-called internal equilibrium equations (14) can now be stated as
The element equilibrium matrix can be written as follows by combining (13) and (15): (2000). The subdivision also increase the accuracy of the element, however, the problem size is likewise increased. Several of the additional variables and equations can be eliminated, hence, the problem size is only increased marginally.
Reinforced concrete yield criterion
The yield criterion is enforced for all three sets of stresses of the element to ensure a safe stress field. For the equilibrium equations the total stresses are used, which comprise the stresses carried by the concrete and by the reinforcement. The Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion with a tension cut-off is used for the concrete, while a simple, linear criterion is adopted for the reinforcement.
The reinforcement is assumed to consist of an orthogonal mesh of rebars oriented in an angle θ to the local coordinate system of the element, see Fig. 3 . Moreover, it is assumed that the reinforcement only carries axial forces (Nielsen and Hoang, 2010) .
The relation between the total stresses, the concrete stresses, and where Asi is the reinforcement area per unit length in the i-direction and t is the out-of-plane thickness of the considered element. The yield criterion for the reinforcement can be written as follows using equivalent stresses:
0 ≤σxs ≤fyx = Asx t fy 0 ≤σys ≤fyy = Asy t fy wherefy is the equivalent yield strength. The compressive strength of the reinforcement is neglected as seen in (19), and the reinforcement stresses must be non-negative as a consequence.
The Mohr-Coulomb criterion is given in terms of principal stresses and can be stated as follows for plane stress:
where ft is the uniaxial tensile strength of the concrete, and fc is the uniaxial compressive strength. k is a friction parameter, which is usually taken as 4 for normal strength concrete corresponding to Prepared using PICEAuth.cls
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an angle of internal friction of approximately 37 • . σ1 and σ2 are the largest and smallest principal stresses, respectively, which is given
Introducing three auxiliary variables,
bounds to the principal stresses (21) can now be stated:
The yield criterion (20) can be written as three linear inequality constraints in addition to the definitions of the three auxiliary variables (22):
The yield criterion fits the form of second-order cone programming since the definition of ϕ is a second-order cone (3).
von Mises yield criterion
The von Mises yield criterion is commonly used for metals and is based on the second stress invariant, J2, which is given as follows:
For plane stress, the second stress invariant is reduced to
The von Mises criterion is given as
where fy is the uniaxial yield strength. Introducing three auxiliary variables,
the criterion (27) can be restated as a second-order cone:
It has been shown that both the reinforced concrete yield criterion and the von Mises yield criterion fit the format of second-order cone programming for plane stress.
Examples
The 
Deep beam with shear supports
The first example is a deep reinforced concrete beam subject to a uniformly distributed load. The beam is supported in either end by shear supports as seen in beam example is well-known (Nielsen and Hoang, 2010) and can be obtained by the mesh on the left side in Fig. 4 :
where Φ is the mechanical reinforcement ratio defined as: Using h = 2 m, L = 6 m, fc = 20 MPa, and Φ = 0.075, the exact limit load is p * = 0.6202 MPa. A structured mesh (see the right hand side of Fig. 4) Tab. 1 shows that the structured mesh approaches the exact limit load from below as the number of elements (nel) increases.
The convergence and computational time will be discussed in a following section, but it is observed that the computational time appears to be roughly proportional to the problem size. The stress distribution is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
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[MPa] Figure 5 . Lowest principal stress σ 2 for the deep beam example using 16384 elements.
Cantilever I-beam
A cantilever steel I-beam is subjected to a uniformly distributed the external load will almost exclusively be carried via in-plane forces, hence, the proposed element will provide a decent estimate of the capacity. fewer variables than the reinforced concrete criterion, hence, the computational time is lower for the same number of elements.
The model predicts a limit load slightly larger than the analytical moment capacity, however, this is due to the von Mises criterion where the largest stress can exceed fy for certain stress states. Fig. 7 shows the largest and smallest principal stresses near the supported (left) end of the cantilever.
Four-storey stairwell with door openings
The third example is a four-storey stairwell of reinforced concrete with door openings. The stairwell is subjected to a shear force acting on top of the wall with the door openings (see Fig. 8 shows that the two effectiveness factors yields approximately the same capacity: Using ν = 0.550 reduces the capacity by less than one percent since the reinforcement is the limiting factor. Fig. 9(a) shows the collapse mode for the shear wall with door openings: The bending failure occurs near the supports, which allows the wall to start rotating. Moreover, local failures are observed near the door openings and the top. Fig. 9(b) to (e) shows the stress distribution for the four walls of the stairwell.
It is seen that all walls mobilised and carry stresses. Struts are formed between the door openings as shown in Figure 9(c 
Computational time and convergence
The three examples have demonstrated the strength of the element.
For all three examples, the capacity increased with the number of elements, i.e. the models approached the exact limit load from 
σ2
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Conclusion
A generalised plane stress element subject to in-plane forces has been presented. The element is a lower bound element with a linear stress distribution. The necessary equilibrium equations of Three examples are presented to display the use of the element.
The first example is a plane deep beam with shear supports subject to a uniformly distributed load. The analytical solution is wellknown and the model approaches the true limit load from below as the mesh density is increased. The next example is a steel cantilever I-beam which uses the von Mises criterion. Again, the model approaches the limit load from below.
The final example is a four-storey stairwell with door openings subject to a shear force which introduces bending and torsion. The limit load is determined using three different meshes using two different effectiveness factors. Stress concentrations are observed near the door openings, however, they are not critical. The collapse mode is illustrated using the solution of the dual problem.
The presented element is capable of modelling complex structures with a satisfactory accuracy. Moreover, it produces a lower bound value and approaches the limit load from below. The computational time is more or less proportional to the problem size, thus, even large problems can be solved in a matter of minutes on a standard laptop.
